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The fifteen years that have marked our progress have been likc- -

fl wise filled with the remarkable achievements of a mighty people. At
i the beginning of this period the state of Utah was still in its swaddling

M) clothes ; its people were arrayed against each other ; and only the most
H optimistic ventured to dream of a day when it would resolve itself
Ml into a peaceful and contented commonwealth. Still in this short space
H of time a wonderful transformation has occurred the state has as- -
B scrted its sovereignty in striking fashion and a marvelous city has

been rebuilt. Happily, the old prejudices have all been swept aside
m and today we greet a new Utah nobler than the old, stirred with a
fl sublime inspiration and standing full-statur- ed and serene in the front
m rank of the great sisterhood of states. Her citizens are awake to the
H possibilities of the hour and are moving forward in solid formation
B to the mighty tasks that summon them into the light of a better day.

H It is all most wonderful to contemplate, but it is more wonderful to
H have had an humble hand in this great achievement and to have shared
B in the stirring experience.

B This survey would not be complete without expressing our deep
M appreciation of the good will of our many friends. Their unflinching
1 support has made our success possible. We sincerely trust that we
M have measured up to their expectations and that they have found
H some compensation in return. As the days pass we hope to come in
M closer contact with our friends and to enjoy with them the mutual
H, benefits of a more intimate relationship. For the success of this par- -

H ticular edition, we acknowledge our indebtedness to the several
H gentlemen whose names appear over their respective literary contribu- -

H tions, and to our many other good friends whose generous support
H speaks for itself between the covers of this birthday number. We
H wish them all long life and prosperous circumstances.

H Resources and Responsibilities
H HE purpose of this edition is to picture the possibilities of certain
H y of Utah's greatest resources. This may seem like a worn out
H story, but like old wine age adds to it an extra flavor and the
H more often it is told the more fanciful it becomes. The sketches
H which are herein presented, are based upon cold-blood- ed facts, how- -

H ever, and if, perchance, they appeal to the fancy, then it is simply be- -
H cause the human mind is still unable to comprehend the character and
H dimensions of the incomparable natural treasure house that lies within
H Utah's vast domain.
H In ordinary times we would most likely name this a prosperity
H edition; in war time it may justly be termed a patriotic edition. This
H for the reason that it seeks to convey an impression of what the state

will contribute to the nation during the period of the conflict, and
H what wealth it will eventually offer to the world when the period of

reconstruction begins and the nations undertake to repair the wreck- -

H age of war.
H It goes without saying that Utah will furnish her full quota of
H men and money to the nation but these offerings will be necessarily
H limited by the size of her population and pocketbook. The contribu- -

H tions that will really count in the end are those that will substantially
H add to the material wealth of the world. Utah's crops, metals, live- -

H stock, wool, fuel and foodstuffs will go further towards winning the
B war than all her men and money multiplied many times over.

B But after the war is over what then? Peace will usher in an
B ' era of reconstruction that will stagger the world with its burdens
H and the demand for raw materials to weave into useful wealth will
B rapidly drain the present source of supply. It will be impossible to
H rehabilitate the great industries of the world without augmenting the
H supply of crude products and science will comb the fields of every
B clime in search of undeveloped resources. When that time comes,
H Utah will qpen her hidden coffers and pour out her infinite variety of
H treasures in fabulous volumes for the advancement of the arts of
H' civilization and the enrichment of all mankind. Then will our claim
V for industrial recognition cease to be a cry in the wilderness, for the

world will give heed to our call and its caravans will come to us to en- -

B gage in costly traffic.
m And what an abundance we will have to offer gold, silver, cop- -

B per, lead and other minerals of incalculable value; iron ore sufficient

to feed the great steel furnaces of the world for centuries ; coal to
supply the country with fuel for five hundred years ; billions of feet of
virgin timber ; potash to fertilize the worn-o- ut farm lands oi the cast ;

and cement, asphalt, elaterite, gilsonite and basic chemicals beyond
measure. Here the foreign trader will also find a people who produce
their own sugar, salt, cereals, candies, creamery, dairy and packing
house products, and canned goods; who grow their own grains and
vegetables, and who raise their own wool and weave their own fabrics.
Moreover, he will find that the products of these domestic industries
as a rule exceed the volume of home consumption and are rapidly
commanding .recognition in the marts of the world.

As one speculates (upon the natural advantages of this wonderful
state and views the achievements that have already been wrought by
the hand of man, the thought comes that surely "this is the place."
Perhaps God gave it to the great pioneer to see that here the prophecy
of old was to be fulfilled; that "they shall build houses and dwell
therein ; and they shall plant vineyards and eat the fruit thereof."

The Irrepressible Colonel
is absolutely no telling when Colonel Roosevelt will jump

COHERE the bars of conventionality and conduct himself like the
traditional bull in the china shop. His unexpected outburst in Carne-
gie Hall the other evening shocked those present almost out of their "

wits, Air. Gompers included; but then the latter should have known
better than to wave a red flag in the face of the strenuous person.
The suave labor leader had undoubtedly anticipated spending a pleas-
ant evening and it was unfortunate, indeed, that he should suddenly
encounter such an uncomfortable experience. Moreover, he has been
accorded so much official consideration of late that the colonel's as-

sault, judged by his exaggerated self-estee- must have amounted to
more than a mere personal affront it was lese majesty pure and
simple.

All of which did not appear to concern the colonel a particle. The
intrepid dearly loves to be sensational and when he un-

dertakes to pull a few tail feathers out of a peacock, he would just as
soon have a representation of the Russian nobility view the perform-
ance as any one else. It is difficult to believe that he really intended
to charge the president of the American Federation of Labor with
being particeps criminis to the East St. Louis outrage, but he did
make it plain that in his opinion the carnage was caused by the ma-

chinations of labor agents. It took supreme courage to utter the im-

plied accusation. However, the colonel is noted for his nerve and his
willingness to accept the full consequences of his acts.

The incident may yet have a ng effect and it suggests
a most interesting subject for speculation. What Roosevelt has in his
mind is now, as always, a universal riddle. Did he simply desire to
devil Mr. Gompers a bit or, by intimating that organized labor had a
hand in the bloodshed, was he really seeking to discredit its leaders in
the eyes of the nation? It is a well known fact that he is fearful of
impending internal disorders in this country and who knows but what
he was deliberately announcing in advance the paramount political
issue of the future.

Modern Knights Of The Golden Circle
shameful situation in East St. Louis, and in other sectionsCHE the country where the I. W. W. are fomenting industrial dis-

order and seeking to embarrass the government, furnishes a striking
parallel to the notorious draft riots in New York City in 1863. By
order of President Lincoln, the writ of habeas corpus was suspended
at that time in an attempt to draft unwilling persons into the army.
This move was openly opposed by a seditious society known as the
"Knights of the Golden Circle," which promoted a race riot in the me-

tropolis lasting three days. The colored population was made the vic-

tim of its assault and in this short space of time, several hundred ne-

groes were brutally killed and property amounting to over $2,000,000
was destroyed. It was not until the news came of the fall of Vicks-bur- g

and Lee's defeat at Gettysburg that the rioters lost faith in the
propaganda and the disturbance was finally quelled.


